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International I-9s
- a guide & reference manual

FULLSCREEN

TIPS to using this Guide
1. You will move through this document and control the
flow of content you see by using buttons. These buttons
are easy to spot: rollover them with your cursor and
their appearance changes.
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home
A guide to this International I-9 Guide

ROLLOVER ME

CONTENTS
- SELECT from the buttons below to navigate to a page

2. To help you spot important buttons, you will often
see messages such as this:
3. Besides the navigational buttons you will always see
in the lower-right corner, a button you will find useful
is the Refresh button; wherever you see this button,
you can use it to restore a page to its original, unclicked state.
4. To help you to quickly get going on a page, be on the
lookout for messages such as this:

“SELECT from the buttons on
the left to see...”
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“START HERE...”
...and CLICK to continue

To get started, click on the ‘Next’ arrow, or use the Contents table on the right.
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preliminaries
I-9, Section 1. Employee Information and Verification

As with I-9s for US citizens, Section 1 is straightforward. Here are a few points to
note (ROLLOVER the text boxes below to see arrows and emphasis):

• The ‘SSN Applied For’ radio button: Internationals who do not yet have Social Security numbers
must do I-9s in-office; this is because the ‘SSN Applied For’ radio button does not appear unless
Section 1 is completed under the login of an I-9 user (as seen here, the radio button appears because
Section 1 has been opened under my login). A consequence of having Section 1 completed under your
login is that the ‘Preparer and/or Translator Certification’ section is auto-filled; since you aren’t really completing Section 1 on behalf of the employee, click on ‘Clear’ to clear these fields.

• The ‘Location’ drop-down: All internationals must select ‘Non-US citizen faculty, staff and student’ from the ‘Location’ drop-down (this is a common error when Section 1 is completed by the
employee prior to coming in, but can be corrected when Section 2 is done).

• Names, an important caution: Many TNCs are caused by employees entering names in ways that
do not match their documents. In the case of an employee who does not yet have a Social Security
Number, make sure the name entered in Section 1 matches the name on the document presented
(if applicable, the name should match the I-94 or other govt.-issued document); in the case of an
employee who does have a Social Security Number, make sure the name entered in Section 1 matches
the name on the Social Security card (assuming it is one of the documents presented).

• Address, another caution: Please note that the address entered here must be a residential address
(department addresses, for instance, are not acceptable).

• The ‘I attest’ section: The great majority of international employees will fall under the ‘An alien
authorized to work’ category; the rest will almost always fall under the ‘A lawful permanent resident’
category. Because you will often help employees complete this part of Section 1, you will see assistance regarding this ‘I attest’ area when Section 2 documents are presented on the next page.
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acceptable documents, an intro
Preamble to I-9, Section 2. Employer Review and Verification

refresh

SELECT from the buttons on the left to see images of, and basic info on, the documents listed.
On the next page, we’ll see these documents in
action in TALX.
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acceptable docs in action in TALX
I-9, Section 2. Employer Review and Verification

SELECT from the buttons on the left to see
how these frequently-presented documents
are used in TALX; when you do, you will
then see three buttons appear, at the top of
this page, corresponding to the “I attest”
part of section 1, and to the two steps that
comprise section 2.
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things to watch out for
I-9, Sec. 2 continued: exceptions, and anomalies - the very rare stuff

There are a few things to watch out for; to
see these cases for each type of document,
SELECT from the buttons on the left.
While this page is definitely worth a onceover, the cases described here occur rather
rarely - be aware of these possibilities, but
know that you will likely see them, in total,
around 2.5% of your international I-9 time.
Of course, it goes without saying that your
international office is happy to help - feel
free to get in touch!
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appendix
Sample documents

Sample I-20
Sample DS-2019
Sample EAD receipt
notice
Sample H-1B receipt
notice

SELECT from the buttons on the left to see
samples of some key documents in their
entirety.
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Goodbye!

- designed and built byJeffrey Perumal, OISSS, JHU

If you have any questions regarding International I-9s, please do not hesitate to get in touch with your
campus’ International Office.
If you have any questions, comments, or suggestions regarding this guide, please contact Human Resources.
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